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QUESTION 1

Once a resource is marked as tainted, the next plan will show that the resource will be _________ and ___________
and the next apply will implement this change. 

A. recreated and tainted 

B. destroyed and not recreated 

C. tainted and not destroyed 

D. destroyed and recreated 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

If you manually destroy infrastructure, what is the best practice reflecting this change in Terraform? 

A. Run terraform refresh 

B. It will happen automatically 

C. Manually update the state fire 

D. Run terraform import 

Correct Answer: A 

https://www.terraform.io/cli/commands/refresh#:~:text=The%20terraform%20refresh%20co mmand%20reads%20the%2
0current%20settings%20from%20all%20managed%20remote%20objects%20and%20updates%20the%20Terraform%
20state%20to%20match. 

 

QUESTION 3

When you initialize Terraform, where does it cache modules from the public Terraform Module Registry? 

A. On disk in the /tmp directory 

B. In memory 

C. On disk in the .terraform sub-directory 

D. They are not cached 

Correct Answer: C 

"A hidden .terraform directory, which Terraform uses to manage cached provider plugins and modules, record which
workspace is currently active, and record the last known backend configuration in case it needs to migrate state on the
next run. This directory is automatically managed by Terraform, and is created during initialization."
https://www.terraform.io/cli/init 
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QUESTION 4

Terraform configuration (including any module references) can contain only one Terraform provider type. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Terraform Cloud always encrypts state at rest and protects it with TLS in transit. Terraform Cloud also knows the identity
of the user requesting state and maintains a history of state changes. 

A. False 

B. True 

Correct Answer: B 

Terraform Cloud always encrypts state at rest and protects it with TLS in transit. Terraform Cloud also knows the identity
of the user requesting state and maintains a history of state changes. This can be used to control access and track
activity. Terraform Enterprise also supports detailed audit logging. https://www.terraform.io/docs/state/sensitive-
data.html#recommendations 
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